PowerWeekend Student Comments
“I loved it. I would recommend it to any physician!” Dr. J Wu
“The most beneficial information was understanding the overall billing process and
how to look up ICD-9 and CPT codes. I thought that this was an excellent overview
of billing especially from the perspective of a provider.” Dr. B Sabowitz
“For a biller, MAB is one stop for Evaluation and Management.” S Shah
“The most beneficial information to me was Medicare, I now have grey hairs. 
This is an excellent program, which I do not feel needs to be improved – all other
programs should be like this one. Thank you for giving me this great opportunity to
expand my career. You are truly wonderful! Thanks.” N Harris
“The most beneficial thing was the coding information and instruction on the CMS
1500 form. The study guide will be an invaluable reference tool. Thank you for a
very informative and effective class!” A Basidos
“PowerWeekend is Fantastic. I learned a lot and will definitely come back to attend
future seminars.” M Francisco
“The most beneficial thing was … everything. I learned so much!! I gained
confidence and excitement for new career opportunities. Thank you SO much! I
loved it and had FUN!” M Kelsey
“Excellent Class! Very informative! I learned a lot. Great introduction for me.” T
Miller
“First class instruction – very professional and focused.” A Campo
“As a person just beginning in the medical field, I found this experience extremely
user-friendly and educational.” W Moore
“The instructor was very easy to understand. She was great about answering
questions.” C Davis
“The class was instructed with confidence and ease. I felt very comfortable with the
instructor and enjoyed the class. Explanations were very clear!” T White
“All of the information was very beneficial. I learned something new in very chapter!
Thank you.” S Hollier
“I have sleep apnea, so I find it difficult to stay awake especially in the afternoon, but
the class was lively and interactive, so I thankfully had no problems keeping alert! C
Vaughn
“The PowerWeekend is very informative. I’ve learned a lot of things especially now
that I’m planning to start my own business. I’ve learned the ins and outs, front to

back of billing and coding. Thank you so much for the help, support, and
knowledge.” R DeLaCruz
“It was a wonderful experience and we’ll see ya next year!” C Flores
“The class is AWESOME for a beginning coder. It’s very challenging, but very
thorough. I also just landed my first position. I will be working with a team of eye
doctors who do anything from regular vision care to eye surgery. I can’t believe how
FAST this all has happened!” C Knippa
“PowerWeekend is Fantastic. I learned a lot and will definitely come back to attend
future seminars. The instructor was awesome.” M Francisco
“The instructor was very helpful, patient and truly cares that everyone understands
in the simplest form. Awesome!” T McCartney
“The best way to get my certification!” C Fay
“Terrific Instructor/Expert. To the Point. Kept me interested throughout.” W Matos
“I learned so much! I gained confidence and excitement for a new career. Thank
you SO much! I loved it and had FUN!” Kelsey
“The most beneficial information was the collective overview of everything and the
Medicare explanations. I loved the fast paced learning and the information was
great. Everyone was so nice and made it more comfortable for a learning
environment! Everything was Great. Loved it!” K Crain
“The information more than paid for the “price of admission.” A Heckert
“A lot of Bang for the Buck. Very good information from very knowledgeable
instructor. Thanks.” C Compton
“Excellent instructor. Very Professional and knowledgeable.” L Villalobos
“The information I learned at this class has been priceless. Great class.” G Matos
“This was my first MAB PowerWeekend and it will not be my last! It was full of
useful information.” M Marchi
“I feel the class was exceptional. The class and teacher were informative. Visuals
were excellent also.” D Orsak
“I have never met such a group. Liz you are blessed to have found such a
wonderful team. I cannot wait for another class.” D Miholko
“This is a great program, thank you very much and the teachers and staff are great!”
J Sanchez

“This is an excellent course. Smaller classes make learning better – more time to
ask and answer questions.” S Steward
“I was very nervous coming to this workshop since I had no prior knowledge of
medical billing but after the 1st day the instructor and my classmates made me feel
more at ease. The seminar was very informative and well presented.” J Adams
“Wonderful program. I never thought I could learn so much in one weekend. Thank
you” J Best
“Great Class … Great Instructor!” E Gamarra
“The course was wonderful! I was a total novice in this area and I now feel
confident enough with E/M, ICD and CPT coding to go on to a more advanced
class!” N Kupfer
“The weekend was intense but extremely helpful. I would recommend it without
reservations.” L Ray
“I enjoyed this class. I felt comfortable asking questions.” K Reese
“The most beneficial information was on how to utilize the different reference books.
I learned allot, thanks!” D Schindler
“My association with MAB and the PowerWeekend was a tremendous help in
studying for and passing the CPAR exam. It has been a great year for learning and
it has paid off in many ways. We never get too old to learn.” B Mize
“I think the class is good and the teachers are great! Everything is well planned out.
It is great how you make the student feel welcome and comfortable. S Baes
“Great handouts and course materials!” S Hilder
“The most beneficial information was learning about the medical necessity of the
doctor’s notes and the doctor’s orders.” M Esealera
“The PowerWeekend course is an intensive yet informative program for a beginner
like me. Class preparation and materials were well prepared so I felt like I was able
to keep pace with some of the advanced students.” V Hinds
“Great class, I would recommend it to all those that want to join the profession. I
enjoyed my stay and learned lots of new things. Can’t wait for the next one!” U
Sedlock
“Excellent seminar! Very knowledgeable instructor. Material presented was very
organized. Excellent handouts and materials were provided. You can tell the
Association has put a lot of time and work into making this a very informative
seminar. Thank you.” J Hipps

“The purpose/goal of attending this seminar was to get as much information as I
could about medical billing, understanding the basic process, and feel comfortable
in sharing that information with my students. I have more than surpassed my goal!
The program was outstanding and very informative.” W Hunter
“I really enjoyed the PowerWeekend. It really helped me to become more familiar
with Medicare policy and ICD & CPT coding outside of my specialty.” R Zeits
“The CMBS PowerWeekend has definitely got plenty of Power in its information. I
would recommend it to anyone!” G Veal
“This weekend was excellent. I learned everything I needed to learn and lots more!
Thank you for the detail. I hope to hear of more seminars through the MAB. THE
POWERWEEKEND IS AWESOME!” P Rincon
“The most beneficial information was Medicare information and review of CPT. This
was a great refresher for me.,” V Sifuentes
“I thoroughly enjoyed the PowerWeekend. Excellent crash course for someone new
to the field who is planning to open a billing company. Thank you for an informative
presentation!” D Turner
“MAB instructors go the extra mile to make sure you understand.” E Dendy
“In my opinion it was excellent and no need for improvement!” J King
“As always, these classes have proven to be very beneficial and informative helping
to make a very complicate and “scary” subject a little bit more “user friendly”. S
Andrews
“The most beneficial information was showing how the whole process fits together,
beginning with the encounter to reimbursement. I learned a lot and feel more
confident in my decision to pursue this choice of career change.” P Tancyus
“The most beneficial information was everything! The teachers are very well
prepared and clear. They are very willing to answer questions and go beyond the
call of duty.” M Feriey
“The most beneficial information was the CPT coding and ICD-9, plus the additional
information on logistics and practicalities of the business. This course is a great
review of the basics, providing an excellent foundation for the new coder. I would
recommend it to anyone just getting started or needing a review.” K McCord
“The experience of the instructor was the most beneficial information. It was Great
all around!” G MacDonald
“The course was excellent A+. Now I will be making major revisions in my
company. Thanks I will do more courses in the future.” C Henry

“Excellent Program with relevant information provided. You both seemed to care
that we learned. Not just passed the exam!” M Archer
“This program was very well done. The information was relative and concise. Lots
of great information in a short period of time. Thanks!” E Maple
“The coding exercises and exam were invaluable. My confidence level has totally
transformed over the weekend! The instructors were clear, concise, and focused.
Over all it was a very valuable seminar.” C Glazer
“Yes, I feel my objective was met at the PowerWeekend, I now know what medical
billing is and how to accomplish my goal of starting a medical billing business.” T
Crawford

